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digital signal processing



Understanding digital signal processing’s frequency domain DSP has a reputation for being difficult to learn. A few pointers about the math and notation of discrete spectra can help. By Richard Lyons



R



F engineers face many obstacles when learning digital signal processing (DSP). One major challenge is understanding how spectral components are defined and illustrated in the discrete frequency domain. When RF folk begin to read DSP literature, they encounter strange new terminology describing discrete spectra such as folding frequency, aliasing, orthogonal images, and Nyquist frequency.



Making matters worse for the inquisitive RF engineer, various DSP authors use different, and sometimes puzzling, notation in labeling frequency axes in their spectral plots—the frequency dimension of hertz is often not used at all in discrete spectral diagrams. For example, many university DSP textbooks actually label the discrete frequency axis from -π to +π. This perplexing frequency-domain terminology and notation originate from a kind of frequency ambiguity inherent in discrete (sampled) systems and the fact that in DSP, all signals are generally described as if they were complex (with real and imaginary parts). Understanding the differences between analog and discrete spectra is one of the reasons DSP has the reputation for being difficult to learn. Fortunately, several books have been published that ease the RF engineer’s burden of learning DSP1-3.



The first step on the road to understanding The short journey to understanding the math and notation of discrete spectra begins by discussing the frequency-domain ambiguity associated with discrete signals. It ends at the point of understanding all the subtle aspects, notations, and language of the DSP’s discrete frequency domain. Briefs stops will be made along the way to review complex signals, negative frequency, and discrete spectrum analysis using Fast Fourier transforms (FFT).



Frequency-domain ambiguity



Understanding digital signal processing can be very confusing. Figuring out the DSP puzzle begins with an understanding of the math and notation of discrete spectra.



It’s confusing Typical DSP spectral diagrams initially seem peculiar because they often show negative-frequency spectral components and what appear to be replicated spectral components.
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Begin by reviewing a source of one difficulty: the frequency-domain ambiguity that exists when digitizing a continuous (analog) signal x(t) with an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter (see Figure 1). This process samples the continuous x(t) signal to produce the x(n) sequence of binary words stored in the computer for follow-on processing. (Variable ‘n’ is a dimensionless integer used as the independent time-domain index in DSP, just as the letter ‘t’ is used in continuous-time equations.) The x(n) sequence represents the voltage of x(t) at periodically spaced instants in time. This process is called periodic sampling. The time period between samples is designated as ts. It will be measured in seconds and defined as the reciprocal of the sampling frequency fs, i.e., ts = 1/fs. In the literature of DSP, the fs sampling frequency is often given the dimensions of ‘samples/second,’ but sometimes its dimension is indicated as Hz because fs shows up on the axis of the discrete spectral diagrams. Looking at an example (see Figure 2), consider the effect of sampling a 400 Hz sinusoidal x(t) waveform at a sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz shown in Figure 2(a). The x(n) discrete-time samples from the A/D converter are plotted as the dots, and they are separated in time by one millisecond (1/fs). The first three samples of the x(n) sequence are x(0) = 0, x(1) = 0.59, and x(2) = –0.95. The frequency-domain ambiguity under review
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here is illustrated in Figure 2(b), where the x(n) samples would be unchanged if the A/D’s x(t) input was a 1400 Hz continuous sinusoid. Another example is shown in Figure 2(c), where the continuous x(t) is a –600 Hz sinusoid, again resulting in identical x(n) samples. This means that, given the x(n) samples alone, it cannot be determined whether the continuous x(t) sinewave’s frequency was 400 Hz, 1400 Hz, or –600 Hz. That uncertainty is the frequency-domain ambiguity. (The concept of negative frequency will be justified later. For now, the definition of the –600 Hz sinewave is one whose phase is shifted by 180° relative to a +600 Hz sinewave.) Based on the previous discussion, it is reasonable to assume that there are an infinite number of other frequencies that a sinusoidal x(t) could have, and still result in the same x(n) samples of Figure 2. Those other frequencies,



multiple impulses in Figure 3(b) merely indicate that x(n) could be a sampled (disFigure 1. Periodic sampling, or digitizing, of a continuous signal. crete-time) version of any one of infinitely many continuous sinewaves. an integer multiple of f s is indistinSecond, resist the temptation to call guishable from a 400 Hz sinewave in those spectral impulses harmonics. The the world of discrete samples. A few of word harmonic has a specific meaning the images of 400 Hz, when fs = 1 kHz, in the analog world—related to spuriare listed in Figure 3(a). ous tones generated by nonlinear hardware components—that is not implied Terminology and presentation by Figure 3(b). For now, define those When the pioneers of DSP discovered frequency-domain impulses as spectral and understood this frequency-domain replications. Third, notice that the ambiguity they were faced with the spacing between the spectral replicaquestions of what terminology to use in tions is the sampling rate fs. its description and how discrete spectral diagrams should be drawn. One The next step is to make the discrete reasonable frequency-domain depiction spectral diagram more accurate and of this situation is shown in consistent with real-world signals by Figure 3(b), where it can be said that tackling the concepts of complex (quadrature) signals and negative frequency. This issue is critical because so much of DSP deals with complex numbers such as the complex-valued (magnitude and phase) spectra of discrete time-domain sequences, the complex-valued frequency responses a digital filters, and the complex signals needed to build modern digital communications systems.



Complex signals and road maps Figure 2. Frequency-domain ambiguity shown while digitizing sinusoids whose frequencies are (a) 400 Hz; (b) 1400 Hz, dashed curve; and (c) -600 Hz dashed curve.



defined as images with frequencies fi(k), can be identified by: fi (k) = 400 + k’ fs Hz



(1)



where k is an integer, and the ‘i’ subscript means image. Equation (1) indicates that any continuous sinewave whose frequency differs from 400 Hz by



the spectrum of our discrete x(n) sequence is an infinite set of spectral impulses periodically spaced in the frequency domain. (Mathematical proofs justifying Figure 3(b) are available4,5. Keep three thoughts in mind: First, the notion that the spectrum of the discrete x(n) sequence is an infinite set of spectral impulses does not imply that x(n) has infinite energy. Those



Figure 3. Examples of image frequencies of 400 Hz when fs is 1 kHz, (a) a few examples, (b) one possible frequency-domain depiction.
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For this discussion, the focus is on a complex signal having a real and an imaginary part that is a function time. Recall, as Karl Gauss first recommended, a single complex number can be represented by a point on the twodimensional complex plane with its two axes (real and imaginary) orthogonal to one another. This means there is a 90° difference in the axes’ orientations. Consider a complex number whose magnitude is one, and whose phase angle increases with time. That complex number is the ej2πfot point shown on the complex plane in Figure 4. (Here the 2πf o term is frequency in radians/second, and it corresponds to a frequency of fo cycles/second where fo is measured in Hz.) As time t gets larger, the complex number’s phase angle φ = 2πf ot increases and the number orbits the origin of the complex plane in a counterclockwise direction. Figure 4 shows that number, represented by the solid dot, frozen at some arbitrary instant in time. (That rotating e j2πfot complex number goes by two names in DSP literature; it’s often called a complex exponential, and it’s also referred
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Figure 4. A snapshot, in time, of two complex numbers whose exponents, and thus their phase angles, change with time.



to as a quadrature signal.) If the frequency f o = 2 Hz, then the solid dot would rotate around the circle two times, or two cycles, per second. Because complex numbers can be represented in both polar and rectangular notation, the polar ej2πfot quadrature signal (using one of Leonhard Euler’s identities) in rectangular form is: cos (2πfot ) =



e j 2 πf t e− j 2 πf t + 2 2 o



Pop quiz: Q. What would be seen on the scope’s display if the cables were mislabeled and the two real signals were inadvertently swapped? A. Another circle orbiting in a clockwise direction.



o



(2)



Equation (2) indicates that as e j2πfot rotates around the origin, its real part, the east-west distance from the origin, varies as a cosine wave. Its imaginary part, the north-south distance from the origin, varies as a sinewave. (Now the association between road maps and quadrature sinusoids becomes more clear.) The attributes of our two-dimensional ej2πfot complex exponential are best illustrated with a three dimensional time-domain (see Figure 5). Notice how the Ij2πI signal spirals beautifully along the time axis with its real part being a cosine wave and its imaginary part being a sinewave. At time I = 0 the signal has a value of 1 + j0 as we would expect. (Equation (2) allows the representation of a single complex exponential as the orthogonal sum of real cosine and real sine functions.)



There really is a signal That ej2pfot signal is not just mathematical mumbo jumbo. It can be physically generated and transmitted to a laboratory down the hall. All that is required are two sinusoidal signal generators, set to the same frequency, fo. (However, there is the requirement that, somehow, the generators must be synchronized so their relative phase shift is fixed at 90°. Their outputs need to be
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Figure 5. The value of the ej2ππfot complex exponential signal.



orthogonal.) Next, coax cables labeled ‘cosine’ for the cosine signal and ‘sine’ for the sinewave signal are connected to the generators’ output connectors and ran down the hall to their destination. At the receiving end in the other lab, connect the real signals to the horizontal and vertical input channels of an oscilloscope (see Figure 6). The signals would show as rotating counterclockwise in a circle on the scope’s display. (Remembering, of course, to set the scope’s horizontal sweep control to the ‘external’ position.) This oscilloscope example helps us answer the important question, “When working with quadrature signals, how is the j-operator implemented in hard-



Figure 6. Displaying a quadrature ej2pfot signal using an oscilloscope.



ware?” The answer is that the j-operator is implemented by how the two real signals are treated in relation to one another. They must be treated orthogonally such that the cosine signal represents the real (east-west) value, and the sinewave signal represents the imaginary (north-south) value. So in the oscil-
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loscope example, the j-operator is implemented merely by how the connections are made to the scope. The result is a two-dimensional quadrature signal represented by the instantaneous position of the dot on the scope’s display. (If the instantaneous phase of the ej2πfot signal is controlled based on some bipolar binary data (+1 and –1), the other lab could measure that phase at certain instants in time and extract that binary data. Many digital communications systems operate on this principle). OK, back to business—at this point the question may arise, “Where does the idea of negative frequency come in here?” Well, there’s a “negative frequency” signpost up ahead, and the answer lies just up the road.



Don’t negate negative frequencies The notion of negative frequency is often troubling to RF engineers who have spent so much time examining the spectra displayed on analog spectrum analyzers. Some RF engineers think of frequency, by its very nature, as something that cannot be negative—such as getting into a car and driving minus ten miles. Negative frequency can be given a solid physical meaning by defining it properly in the context of complex, or quadrature, signals. Referring again to Figure 4, notice another complex exponential, e–j2πfot, the white dot, orbiting in a clockwise direction. This occurs because its phase angle, f = –2πfot, gets more negative as time increases. Again, if the frequency fo = 2 Hz, then the white dot would rotate around the circle two times, or two cycles, per second in the clockwise direction. By definition, it is the rotational frequency minus two cycles per second. The two complex exponentials in Figure 4 are of great interest because of what is obtained when they are
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j-operator and complex exponentials seem a little perplexing at this point. They take some time to get used to. (Even the great Karl Gauss struggled with these ideas at first. He called the j-operator “the shadow of shadows.”)



Back on track Remember that the ultimate goal is to understand the nature of the spectral diagrams used in DSP. In doing so, it was necessary to define the notion of negative frequency. That definition is inherent in the complex-valued (real and imaginary) representation used for discrete spectra in DSP. Unlike the amplitude-only results seen when using an analog spectrum analyzer, in the DSP world spectrum analysis provides complex-valued results. That is, discrete spectra show the relative phase shift between spectral components.



Figure 7. The two complex exponentials, at time t = o, that comprise a sinewave.



combined algebraically. For example, what is the sum of the positive-frequency counterclockwise rotating ej2πfot and the negative-frequency clockwise rotating e–j2πfot when their real and imaginary parts are added separately? The resulting sum is an oscillating function whose imaginary part is always zero. That real-only sum is a cosine wave whose peak amplitude is 2. If the magnitudes of the complex exponentials in Figure 4 had been 0.5 instead of 1, they would graphically depict another important Euler identity: e j 2 πf t e− j 2 πf t cos (2πfot ) = + 2 2 o



o



(3)



Equation (3) provides the ability to represent a real cosine wave as the sum of positive-frequency and negative-frequency complex exponentials. By previous definitions, a positive-frequency complex exponential’s exponent is positive, and a negative-frequency complex exponential is one whose exponent is negative. Another Euler identity, Equation. (4), gives the relationship of a real sinewave as the sum of positive-frequency and negative-frequency complex exponentials. sin (2πfot ) = j



e− j 2 πf t e j 2 πf t − j 2 2 o



Yet more complexities For the following discussion, refer to the complex spectra of a few simple sinusoids, from the viewpoint of Euler’s identities, as shown in Figure 8. The time-domain waveform and the complex spectra of a sinewave defined by sin(2πfot) is shown in Figure 8(a). Shifting that sinewave in time by 90° develops the cosine wave shown in Figure 8(b). Another shift in time by φo results in the arbitrary-phase cosine wave of Figure 8(c). Remember now, the positive and nega-



tive-frequency spectral components of the sinewave rotated counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively, by 90° in going from Figure 8(a) to Figure 8(b). If those cosine waves’ spectral components continued their rotation by φ°, the result will be the situation shown in Figure 8(c). These three-dimensional frequency-domain spectra are shown replete with phase information because, in the world of DSP, interest in spectral phase relationships should be observed. The FFT algorithm is used to measure spectral magnitude and phase the way an RF engineer uses a network (vector) analyzer. (Note that Figure 8 illustrates an important signal processing principle. A time-domain shift of a periodic signal results only in phase shifts in the frequency domain; spectral magnitudes do not change.) The top portion of Figure 8 illustrates Equation (3) and the center portion is a graphical description of Equation (4). The goal is now looming on the horizon. Figure 8 is a reminder that one legitimate, and useful, way to show the spectrum of a real cosine wave—one that could be transmitted using a 50Ω coax cable—is to include both positive and negative-frequency spectral components. With this thought in mind, refer to the drawing of the spectral magnitude (ignoring any phase information) of a continuous 400 Hz sinusoid as shown in Figure 9(a). This figure shows the inherent spectral symmetry at about 0 Hz when representing real signal spectra with complex exponentials. In this case, “real signal” is defined by an



o



(4)



The j-operators in Equation (4) merely explain the relative phase of the complex exponentials at time t = 0 as illustrated in Figure 7. At time t = 0, Equation (4) becomes: sin (2πfot )|t = 0 = j



e−0 e0 j j − j = − = 0 (5) 2 2 2 2



complying with our knowledge that a sinewave’s amplitude is zero at time t = 0. Don’t worry if these concepts of the
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Figure 8. Complex frequency domain representation of three sinusoids.
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Figure 9. The spectral magnitude plot of (a) a 400 Hz continuous sinusoid, and (b) a discrete sequence of a 400 Hz sinusoid sampled at a 2 kHz sampling rate.



x(t) signal having a non-zero real part but whose imaginary part is always zero. (Convention developed in this article treats all signals as complex and regards real signals as a special case of complex signals.) Figure 9(a) is another graphical representation of Euler’s identity in Equation (3). Applying this convention of “spectral replications due to periodic sampling,” to this analysis illustrates the spectral magnitude of discrete samples of a 400 Hz sinusoid, sampled at an fs = 2 kHz sampling rate, as that of Figure 9(b). Finally, closing the loop, Figure 9(b) is typical of the spectral magnitude representations used in the DSP literature. It combines the spectral replications (centered about integer multiples of fs) due to periodic sampling, as well as the use of negative frequency components resulting from representing real signals in complex notation.



about 0 Hz and fs/2 Hz. Figure 10 illustrates the reason that Nyquist Criterion for lowpass signals— signals whose spectral components are centered about 0 Hz—states that the fs sampling rate must be equal to or greater than twice the highest spectral component of x(t). Because x(t)’s highest spectral component is 700 Hz, the fs sample rate must be no less than 1.4 kHz. If fs were 1.3 kHz, as in Figure 10(c), the spectral replications would be too close together and spectral overlap would occur. It can be seen that the spectrum in the range of –1 kHz to +1 kHz in Figure 10(c) does not correctly represent the original spectrum in Figure 10(a). This situation is typically called aliasing, and it results in x(n) sample



values that contain amplitude errors. Unfortunately, for meaningful, information-carrying signals, there is no way to correct for those errors. It can be seen that the spectral overlap is centered about fs/2 and that this particular frequency is important enough to have its own nomenclature. It is sometimes called the folding frequency, but more often it’s called the Nyquist frequency. Because of this anomaly, the following important statement relating continuous and discrete signals can be made. “Only continuous frequency components as high as the Nyquist frequency (fs/2) can be unambiguously represented by a discrete sequence obtained at an fs sampling rate.” Figure 10(c) also presents another fundamental connection between the worlds of continuous and discrete signals. All of the continuous x(t) spectral energy shows up in the discrete x(n) sequence’s spectral frequency range of –fs/2 to +fs/2. The purpose for showing replicated spectra, as in Figure 10, is not to cause complication or confusion, but to provide a straightforward explanation for the effects of overlapped spectra due to aliasing. Drawing replicated spectra is useful in illustrating the spectral translation that takes place in bandpass sampling, and describing the result of frequency translation operations such digital downconversion. With that said,



One more time To further cement the concept, a review of the spectrum of another discrete sequence is presented. Figure 10(a) shows the spectral magnitude of a continuous x(t) signal having four components in the range of 100 Hz to 700 Hz . Dark and light squares distinguish the positive- and negative-frequency spectral components. Figure 10(b) shows the spectral replication for a discrete x(n) sequence that’s x(t) sampled at 2 kHz. The sole purpose of this article is to provide the meaning, relevance, and validity of Figure 10(b) in representing the spectrum of discrete samples of a real sinusoid in the complex-valued world of DSP. This figure is a reminder of the following important properties: Continuous real signals have spectral symmetry of about 0 Hz, and discrete real signals have spectral symmetry of
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Figure 10. Spectrum of a signal with four components in the range of 100 Hz to 700 Hz. (a) Spectral magnitude of the continuous signal. (b) Spectrum of a sampled sequence when fs = 2 kHz, and (c) when fs = 1.3 kHz.
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Frequency axis notation:



dimensions



frequency axis range



Cyclic freq.



Hz



–fs/2 to +fs/2



fs



where θo becomes a normalized discrete frequency in the range of –0.5 to +0.5 measured in radians/sample. This definition is why some authors like to say, “For continuous signals, frequency is measured in radians/second. For discrete signals, frequency is measured in radians/sample.” Redrawing the spectrum from Figure 11(b) illustrates the normalized angle and normalized frequency axis representations in Figure 13. Those four popular frequency-axis notations are shown in Table 1. While it takes DSP beginners some time to become comfortable with these various frequency-axis notations, commercial signal processing modeling software packages, like SystemView, Mathcad, and MATLAB, allow for convenient labeling of the frequencydomain plots in hertz.6-8.



Radial freq.



Radians/sec



–ωs/2 to +ωs/2



ωs



Conclusion



Normalized angle



Radians



–π to +π



2π



Normalized discrete freq.



Radians/sample



–0.5 to +0.5



1



Figure 11. Example spectral magnitude plots; (a) 0 Hz on the left, or (b) 0 Hz in the center.



this article concludes with an explanation of the various, and sometimes puzzling, notation used in frequency-axis labeling encountered.



Discrete frequency-axis notation For convenience, frequency-domain drawings in the DSP world are often



the notation more concise, assign fs a value of one, which leads to the notation that ωs = 2π. Thus, in their DSP books, frequency-domain plots are often shown as in Figure 12. These show the frequency axis is a normalized angle with –f s/2 replaced with –π, and f s/2 replaced with π.



period of repetition



Table 1. Characteristics of various frequency-axis notations.



labeled using the fs sampling rate. This convention is best explained with a couple of examples; the first of which is performing spectrum analysis (using the FFT) of, for example, a real timedomain audio sequence obtained at an fs = 11.025 kHz rate. Using either convention, a plot of the spectral magnitude results is shown in Figure 11. If it is later discovered that the sample rate was actually fs = 22.05 kHz, it would not be necessary to repeat the analysis nor redraw spectral plots because the frequency axis is referenced to fs. Another example of referencing discrete frequency-domain plots to the fs sample rate is in describing digital filters. A five-point moving average digital filter has the frequency magnitude response shown in Figure 12. That frequency response is the same whether the filter is used in an fs = 8 Msample/s digital communications system or in an fs = 1 sample/day stock market price analysis. DSP authors have several choices in labeling the frequency axis of their frequency-domain plots. Some reference their frequency-axis to the fs sample rate, as in Figures 11 and 12. Others reference their frequency-axis to a sample rate measured, not in cycles/second, (Hz) but in radians/second so that the sample rate is called ω s , where ωs = 2πfs4,5. DSP purists often, to make
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A common scheme for labeling the discrete frequency axis normalizes all frequencies to the fS sampling rate. The justification for doing so is as follows: If a representation of a sinewave whose frequency is fo Hz by x(t) = sin(2πfot). Discrete samples of x(t) is: x(n)= x (t )|t = nt = sin(2πfo t )|t = nt s



s



= sin(2πfo nts)



(6)



then, with the factors 2πfo having the dimension of radians/second, and t s having the dimension seconds/sample, the resultant angle in Equation (6) has the dimension of radians/sample. If Equation (6)’s ts is replaced with 1/fs, the discrete sinusoidal samples can be represented by:  f0  x (n) = sin  2π n  = sin (θ0 n)  fs 



(7)



This discussion has reviewed the graphical depictions and terminology of DSP to explain the differences between continuous (analog) and discrete spectrum analysis with regard to spectral replications and the idea of negative frequency. The use of spectral replications in DSP diagrams is a way of accounting for the inherent frequency-domain ambiguity when performing periodic sampling of a continuous signal. These replications provided a consistent explanation for errors due to aliasing, and illustrated that the spectral replications should not be interpreted as harmonics. The use of Euler’s identities relating real-only signals and complex exponentials lead to a definition of negative frequency that allows the representation of all signals in complex notation. (Thankfully, the developed definition for negative frequency did not violate past experience in analog RF signal processing.) However, three-dimensional time and frequency domain drawings were required to give a solid physical meaning to those complex signals in the time domain and to show the relative



Figure 12. Frequency magnitude response of a five-point moving average (“boxcar”) digital filter.
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phase of their spectral components. Finally, the relationship between four popular methods for labeling the frequency axis in the world of DSP were defined and reviewed.
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